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Key Points:10

• PDO modulates tropical Pacific oxygen content and OMZ volume on decadal time11

scales.12

• The PDO-induced variations are of the same order of magnitude as the anthro-13

pogenic deoxygenation signal.14

• Currently available data are too sparse to resolve and isolate the PDO-induced15

and anthropogenic signals.16
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Abstract17

Observations suggest that the tropical Pacific Ocean has lost oxygen since the 1960s lead-18

ing to the expansion of its oxygen minimum zone (OMZ). Attribution to anthropogenic19

forcing is, however, difficult because of limited data availability and the large natural vari-20

ability introduced by the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). Here, we evaluate the PDO21

influence on oxygen dynamics and OMZ extent using observations and hindcast simu-22

lations from two global ocean circulation models (NEMO-PISCES, MOM6-COBALT).23

In both models, the tropical Pacific oxygen content decreases by about 30 Tmol.decade−1
24

and the OMZ volume expands by 1.3×105 km3.decade−1 during PDO positive phases,25

while variations of similar magnitude but opposite sign are simulated during negative26

phases. Changes in equatorial advective oxygen supply, partially offset by biological de-27

mand, control the oxygen response to PDO. Observations which cover 39% of the trop-28

ical Pacific volume only partially capture spatio-temporal variability, hindering the sep-29

aration of anthropogenic trend from natural variations.30

Plain Language Summary31

Human activities cause oxygen loss in the ocean, which leads to the expansion of32

areas with very low oxygen concentrations located in the tropics called oxygen minimum33

zones (OMZ). Understanding the dynamics of OMZs is crucial because they produce green-34

house gasses and are unsuitable for the life of most large marine organisms. Quantify-35

ing the response of OMZs is however complicated by natural variability that superim-36

poses on human-induced changes. In the Pacific Ocean, one of the strongest natural vari-37

ability phenomena is the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO). We used data and numer-38

ical models to assess the magnitude of oxygen changes caused by this natural phenom-39

ena in the tropical Pacific Ocean, and show that they are comparable to that of human-40

induced oxygen changes. We highlight that more oxygen data is needed to accurately41

separate natural variations from human-induced changes, and that a fraction of the oxy-42

gen loss attributed to human activities in prior work could in fact be due to natural vari-43

ability.44

1 Introduction45

Since 1960, the ocean has lost 1 to 2% of its global oxygen content (Helm et al.,46

2011; Ito et al., 2017; Schmidtko et al., 2017). In the tropical Pacific, in situ observations47

suggest that the deoxygenation rate is between -0.1 and -0.3 umol.kg−1.yr−1 (30°N-30°S48

in upper 1000 m, Helm et al., 2011; Stramma et al., 2012; Long, Deutsch, & Ito, 2016;49

Ito et al., 2017; Schmidtko et al., 2017), and Earth system models project that it will50

continue during the 21st century at a rate ranging from -0.05 to -0.1 umol.kg−1.yr−1 if51

emissions are not curtailed (i.e. under high emission scenarios, Bopp et al., 2013; Bopp,52

Resplandy, Untersee, Le Mezo, & Kageyama, 2017; Long et al., 2016; Levin, 2018; Os-53

chlies et al., 2017; Kwiatkowski et al., 2020). The tropical Pacific hosts the world’s largest54

oxygen minimum zone (OMZ), which has likely expanded in response to this substan-55

tial deoxygenation (Stramma et al., 2008; Keeling et al., 2010; Helm et al., 2011; Ito et56

al., 2017; Schmidtko et al., 2017). Deoxygenation is particularly critical near OMZs since57

the expansion of their volume threatens ecosystems by reducing niches of many macro-58

organisms such as tunas and marlins (Vaquer-Sunyer & Duarte, 2008; Stramma et al.,59

2010, 2012; Breitburg et al., 2018), and affects the production of nitrous oxide, a potent60

greenhouse gas (Babbin et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2020). While global deoxygenation is61

unambiguously attributed to anthropogenic warming, it is still unclear to which extent62

changes in the tropical Pacific OMZ volume are obscured by natural variability (Ito &63

Deutsch, 2010; Deutsch et al., 2014; Long et al., 2016; Oschlies et al., 2017; Ito et al.,64

2019; Busecke et al., 2019), partly because oxygen data are relatively sparse and sam-65

pling has been heterogeneous in this region over the last decades. (Ito et al., 2017).66
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The Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO, Mantua, Hare, Zhang, Wallace, & Francis,67

1997) is a major source of oxygen natural variability in the tropical Pacific on decadal68

time-scales (Duteil et al., 2018; Ito et al., 2019). Oxygen concentrations at the subsur-69

face, where the OMZ is located, are controlled by the balance between biological demand70

and physical supply by the subtropical cells and the equatorial undercurrent (Figure 1a,71

e.g., Brandt et al., 2015; Busecke et al., 2019). The PDO modulates both the physical72

and the biological processes that control oxygen supply and consumption. During pos-73

itive phases, trade winds slacken, causing a slowdown of subtropical cells (Hong et al.,74

2014) and the associated oxygen supply to the subsurface tropical Pacific (Duteil et al.,75

2014, 2018; Ito et al., 2019), while the vertical movement of isopycnals deepens the east-76

ern tropical oxycline (Ito et al., 2019) as well as the thermocline leading to reduced res-77

piration and oxygen demand (Deutsch et al., 2011, 2014). Negative phases are associ-78

ated with the opposed response, including a more vigorous oxygen supply by subtrop-79

ical cells and increased oxygen demand. Duteil and co-authors showed that circulation80

changes exceeded biological changes and that the OMZ volume was larger in an ideal-81

ized ocean model experiment of perpetual positive PDO than in a companion experiment82

of perpetual negative PDO (Duteil et al., 2018).While these idealized experiments have83

clearly shown that the PDO has potential to induce significant OMZ volume changes,84

the magnitude of variations caused by a realistic PDO, which switches phase on decadal85

time scales and how it affects our ability to estimate and attribute the anthropogenic86

trend, has not been estimated yet.87

Here we use two biophysical hindcast simulations reproducing the PDO’s histor-88

ical oscillations and an oxygen data product (Ito et al., 2017) both covering the past ∼6089

years to study and quantify the PDO impact on oxygen dynamics in the tropical Pacific.90

First, we show that PDO-induced changes in oxygen content and OMZ volume are of91

the same order of magnitude as those previously attributed to anthropogenic climate change.92

We find that the poor spatial and temporal observation coverage in this region does not93

allow to resolve these natural decadal variations, nor to attribute long-term trends. Fi-94

nally we identify the mechanisms responsible for these variations.95

2 Methods96

2.1 Two ocean biophysical models97

We used hindcast simulations from two ocean biophysical models: i) the Modular98

Ocean Model version 6 (MOM6, Adcroft et al. (2019)) coupled with the Carbon, Ocean99

Biogeochemistry and Lower Trophics biogeochemical module version 2 (COBALT, Stock100

et al. (2020)) developed by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL), and101

ii) the Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean version 3.6 (NEMO, Madec et al.102

(2017)) coupled with the Pelagic Interactions Scheme for Carbon and Ecosystem Stud-103

ies biogeochemical module version 2 (PISCES-v2, Aumont et al. (2015)) developed by104

the Institute Pierre-Simon Laplace (IPSL). COBALT and PISCES are intermediate com-105

plexity biogeochemical modules including 33 and 24 state variables respectively (e.g., 3106

and 2 phytoplanktons, 3 and 2 zooplanktons, and nutrients such as nitrogen, phospho-107

rus, iron and silica). The nominal horizontal resolution is 0.5° for MOM6 (i.e., 0.5° in108

longitude and 0.25° in latitude at the equator increasing to 0.45° at 30°N-30°S) and 1°109

for NEMO (1° in longitude and 0.3° in latitude at the equator increasing to 1° at 30°N-110

30°S). Both simulations are forced by the Japanese atmospheric reanalysis products (JRA55-111

do version 1.3 and 1.4, Tsujino et al. (2018) for MOM6 and NEMO, respectively). MOM6112

was run for 1959-2020 after a 81 years spin up (see details in Liao et al. (2020)) and NEMO113

was run for 1958-2019 after a 122 years spin up (see details in Friedlingstein et al. (2020)).114

Results are presented for the upper tropical Pacific (0-1000m, 30°S-30°N, 160°E-eastern115

coast, see white box in Figure 1d,e). We removed the 62-year deoxygenation and OMZ116

expansion trends (associated with processes with periods greater than the PDO, such117

as model drift or anthropogenic forcing) from the oxygen concentration (-45 Tmol.decade−1
118
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in NEMO, -10 Tmol.decade−1 in MOM6) and OMZ volume (+5.6×1014 m3.decade−1
119

in NEMO, +9.7× 1014 m3.decade−1 in MOM6) time-series in both simulations.120

The MOM6 and NEMO simulations represent the main features of the Pacific oxy-121

gen minimum zone (Figure 1c,d,e). including the horizontal footprint of the volume de-122

limited by the 45 umol.kg−1 oxygen isoconcentration extending from 20°S to 39°N and123

from 220°E to the American continent at the equator. Simulated oxygen fields in the up-124

per tropical Pacific (0-1000m, 30°S-30°N, 160°E-eastern coast, see white box in Figure125

1d,e) have an average RMSE of 18.3 umol.kg−1 in MOM6 and 20.3 umol.kg−1 in NEMO126

compared to the World Ocean Atlas 2018 (WOA18) oxygen concentration climatology.127

Notable biases are a factor of two overestimation of the suboxic volume (< 20 umol.kg−1)128

in MOM6 (17.6×1015 m3, vs. 8.6×1015 m3 in WOA18 and 9.0×1015 m3 in NEMO),129

and a poor representation of the Equatorial undercurrent (EUC), and off-equatorial al-130

ternating jets which prevent the separation of the equatorial OMZ into a northern and131

southern lobe in NEMO (Figure 1c,d,e).132

2.2 Observational data133

We use the oxygen data product created by Ito et al. (2017) covering the upper 1000m134

of the ocean over the period 1958-2015 to estimate the amplitude of decadal variations135

in observations. We use data from four tropical ocean atmosphere (TAO) moorings col-136

lected monthly at the equator (0°N) almost continuously from 1988 to the present at lon-137

gitudes: 165°E, 190°E, 220°E, 250°E and distributed by NOAA (https://www.pmel.noaa.gov/gtmba/)138

to evaluate the simulated meridional velocity in the two models. We also used oxygen139

data from the World Ocean Atlas 2018 (WOA18, (Garcia et al., 2019)) available online140

to evaluate the simulations.141

2.3 Earth System Model Ensemble142

We used the oxygen fields produced by 14 latest generation Earth system models143

from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6, Eyring et al. (2016)).144

Namely we use the following models: ACCESS-ESM1-5, CNRM-ESM2-1, CanESM5-CanOE,145

CanESM5, GFDL-CM4, GFDL-ESM4, IPSL-CM6A-LR,MIROC-ES2L, MPI-ESM1-2-146

HR, MPI-ESM1-2-LR, MRI-ESM2-0, NorESM2-LM, NorESM2-MM, UKESM1-0-LL.147

The linear trend in dissolved oxygen contained in the study area (0-1000m, 30°S-30°N,148

160°E-eastern coast) between 1958 and 2014 was evaluated for the first member of each149

model. We compared these trends to the oxygen content decadal variations induced by150

the PDO in the same region in the two models forced by past atmospheric conditions151

(NEMO, MOM6) and in the observation-based product.152

2.4 Attribution of oxygen variability153

We decompose oxygen variations (∆O2) into a thermal component tied to changes154

in solubility (∆O2,sat) calculated using a python implementation of the TEOS-10 Gibbs155

SeaWater Oceanographic Toolbox (McDougall & Barker, 2011) and a non-thermal com-156

ponent tied to changes in circulation and biological activity (apparent oxygen utiliza-157

tion variation: ∆AOU):158

∆O2 = ∆O2,sat −∆AOU (1)

We further decompose the non-thermal component (−∆AOU) into a large-scale159

transport term related to the renewal of oxygen by advective transport (AdvTransport)160

and a residual term containing the effects of biological activity and mixing (BioMix):161

−∆AOU = AdvTransport+BioMix (2)
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We reconstructed advective transport offline using annual mean oxygen gradient162

and velocity fields.163

2.5 Identifying PDO signal164

We used the monthly PDO index data distributed by NOAA (https://psl.noaa.gov/pdo/)165

to track PDO phase changes. We retained decadal variations associated with the PDO166

using a temporal butterworth low-pass filter with a cutoff period of 16 years that removes167

high frequency variations associated with shorter variability modes such as ENSO (Fig-168

ure S1). During the simulation period, the PDO index is characterized by two negative169

phases (1958-1976 and 1998-2015) and a positive phase (1977-1997, Figure S1). Oxygen170

fields (oxygen concentration, OMZ volume and oxygen budget terms) were filtered us-171

ing the same approach to remove frequencies higher than 16 years and retain the signal172

associated with the PDO .173

3 Results174

3.1 PDO control over tropical Pacific oxygen content and OMZ volume175

The oxygen content in the upper tropical Pacific (0-1000m, 30°S-30°N, 160°E-eastern176

coast) increases during PDO negative phases and decreases during positive phases in both177

the NEMO and MOM6 simulations (solid lines in Figure 2a). We find that the oxygen178

content is negatively correlated with the PDO index and varies by about -56.0 Tmol.decade.−1°C−1
179

in both models (slope of -5.66, r2 = 0.56, p-value = 3.6 × 10−12 in NEMO; slope of -180

55.6 Tmol.decade.−1°C−1, r2 = 0.56, p-value= 5.6×10−12 in MOM6, Figure S2). On181

average over the three PDO phases, the net change in oxygen amounted to ±29 Tmol.decade−1
182

in NEMO and ±30.0 Tmol.decade−1 in MOM6 (Figure 2a), which correspond to changes183

of ±0.30%.decade−1 and ±0.33%.decade−1 in total oxygen content. The two models sug-184

gest, however, that the magnitude of the oxygen response to PDO varied in time, with185

higher oxygenation rates found during the first negative phase (+38 and +35 Tmol.decade−1
186

in NEMO and MOM6 between 1958 and 1976) compared to the most recent negative187

phase (+22 and +29 Tmol.decade−1 between 1998 and 2015), and to the deoxygenation188

rates found during the positive phase (-29 and -31 Tmol.decade−1 between 1977 and 1997,189

Figure 2a).190

We compare the simulated oxygen decadal variations to the observation-based data191

product from Ito et al. (2017). Observations are sparse and only cover 39% of the trop-192

ical Pacific volume, we therefore use oxygen concentrations instead of total oxygen con-193

tent in this comparison (Figure 2c). The dataset shows a decadal oxygen variability of194

±0.9 umol.kg−1.decade−1 in phase with the PDO, consisting of an average gain of +1.5195

umol.kg−1.decade−1 during the first negative phase and a loss of -1.1 umol.kg−1.decade−1
196

during the positive phase, but surprisingly stable oxygen concentrations during the last197

negative phase (-0.01 umol.kg−1.decade−1, Fig. 2c). This later period is, however, the198

least sampled, with on average 2034 observations per year versus 3525 per year for the199

earlier period (Figure 2d). These observed oxygen changes are almost four times larger200

than those simulated in the models (±0.25 umol.kg−1.decade−1 in MOM6, and ±0.23201

umol.kg−1.decade−1 in NEMO). We assess the effect of heterogeneous sampling in space202

and time by subsampling the simulated oxygen fields at the location of available obser-203

vations (solid colored lines in Figure 2c). Once subsampled, the simulated oxygen changes204

amplitude increases by a factor two during the first two PDO phases and is almost zero205

during the last and least sampled period, improving the match with the data (Figure 2c,206

r2= 0.59 vs 0.18 in NEMO, r2: 0.28 vs 0.19 in MOM6, Figure S2). The fact that the sub-207

sampled models is well correlated with the data, but poorly with the full model results208

(r2= 0.04 in NEMO and 0.1 in MOM6, Figure S2) suggests that the data coverage is not209

sufficient to capture the spatial and temporal variations associated with the PDO.210
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Decadal changes in oxygenation influence the simulated volume of the tropical Pa-211

cific OMZ which contracts during negative PDO phases and expands during positive phases212

(Figure 2b). In both models the rate of change in OMZ volume (defined here as [O2] <213

45 umol.kg−1) is similar, amounting to ±1.3×1014 m3.decade−1 (corresponding to ±0.37%.decade−1)214

in NEMO and ±1.5×1014 m3.decade−1 (±0.27 %.decade−1) in MOM6 (Figure 2b). Note215

that the tight link between PDO phases and OMZ volume rate of change shown here for216

the OMZ defined with an oxygen threshold of 45 umol.kg−1 (corresponding to a posi-217

tive linear correlation: +2.2 × 1013 m3.yr−1.°C−1, r2 = 0.40, p-value = 3.7 × 10−8 in218

NEMO and +2.5×1013 m3.yr−1.°C−1, r2 = 0.43, p-value = 1.03×10−8 in MOM6, Fig-219

ure S2) is robust and significant across all oxygen thresholds between 20 umol.kg−1 and220

120 umol.kg−1 (Figure S3).221

3.2 Key role of equatorial oxygen supply on decadal time-scales222

In both simulations, decadal oxygen variations in the upper tropical Pacific are con-223

trolled by variations in advective transport (Figure 2e,f). Advective oxygen transport224

is stronger during negative phases and weaker during positive phases, resulting in an in-225

crease in oxygen content during negative phases and a decrease during positive phases,226

with change rates of ±72 Tmol.decade−1 in NEMO and ±83 Tmol.decade−1 in MOM6.227

Transport modulations also control surface nutrient supply and productivity, as well as228

subsurface organic carbon export and biological demand, and oxygen gradient changes229

alter mixing. Thus, changes in oxygen supply due to advective transport are offset up230

to 70% by changes in biological activity and mixing (±49 and ±61 Tmol.decade−1 in NEMO231

and MOM6 respectively, Figure 2e,f). Taken together, these non-thermal changes (ad-232

vection, biology and mixing) represent variations ±27 Tmol.decade−1 in NEMO and ±29233

Tmol.decade−1 that largely explain the net oxygen changes associated with PDO phases234

(±29 Tmol.decade−1 and r2 = 0.96 in NEMO, ±30 Tmol.decade−1 and r2 = 0.96 in MOM6).235

In contrast, solubility-induced changes in oxygen content are of a lower order of mag-236

nitude and show no significant correlation with PDO phases (Figure 2e,f, r2=0.1 in NEMO237

and 0.04 in MOM6).238

Over the simulation period, more than 70% of the oxygen supply by advective trans-239

port to the equatorial Pacific (0-1000m, 10°S-10°N, 160°E-Eastern coast) occurs between240

2°S and 2°N (72% in NEMO and 79% in MOM6), and is sustained by the equatorial un-241

dercurrent (EUC) that transports subsurface oxygenated waters eastward (Figure 3a,b).242

The EUC supplies +387 Gmol.yr−1 in NEMO and +642 Gmol.yr−1 in MOM6 to the up-243

per equatorial Pacific. On the other hand, the jets on either side of the equatorial un-244

dercurrent transport low oxygen waters westward (Figure 3a,b, -58 Gmol.yr−1 in NEMO245

and -79 Gmol.yr−1 in MOM6). These jets are better represented in MOM6 because of246

the higher horizontal resolution and lower numerical dissipation near the equator, which247

explains their higher impact on the oxygen budget. In both models, the oxygen trans-248

port by the equatorial undercurrent and the jets is modulated by 5-8% due to the changes249

in circulation associated with PDO phases. During PDO positive phase, the oxygen sup-250

ply by the equatorial undercurrent weakens (-26 Gmol.yr−1, -6.6% relative to the mean251

state in NEMO and -45 Gmol.yr−1, -7.5% in MOM6), while during negative phases, the252

transport increases (+17 Gmol.yr−1, +4.5% in NEMO and +34 Gmol.yr−1, +5.6% in253

MOM6, Figure 3c-f).254

Oxygen observations are too sparse to estimate decadal variations in oxygen trans-255

port. However, since the zonal subsurface oxygen gradient is a persistent feature of the256

equatorial Pacific, mass transport variability, which we can infer from the zonal veloc-257

ity measured at the TAO moorings, is a good proxy for oxygen transport variability. On258

average over the TAO moorings measurement period (1988-present), the simulated EUC259

amplitude and westward shallowing following the thermocline are realistic compared to260

observations (Figure 3g-j, RMSE on climatological zonal velocities of 0.17 m.s−1 for NEMO261

and 0.12 m.s−1 for MOM6). For three of the four moorings (moorings at 190°E, 220°E262
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and 250°E), the zonal mass transport in the top 300 m is larger during the negative phases263

than the positive phase, as reproduced in the 2 simulations (Figure 3h-j). These results264

are also consistent with previous work (Kuntz & Schrag, 2021). In contrast, we see that265

the transport at the most western mooring (165°E) which does not measure the EUC266

core responds differently, with higher transport during the positive phase than negative267

phases (Figure 3g). We note that the models reproduce the sign of change expected from268

the observations but underestimate the amplitude of the variations up to a factor two269

(amplitudes of 4.4±4.3 % in observations vs. 1.3±1.7 % in NEMO and 1.9±2.5% in MOM6).270

This suggests that the mass transport decadal variability, and by extension the influence271

of PDO on the advective oxygen transport, might be underestimated by the models in272

the equatorial band.273

4 Conclusion and discussion274

Using two ocean general circulation biophysical simulations, we show that, during275

negative PDO phases, the upper tropical Pacific oxygen content increases by about 30276

Tmol.decade−1. The intensification of ocean currents in the upper tropical Pacific, in277

particular the equatorial undercurrent, increases the oxygen supply to the OMZ (O2 <45278

umol.kg−1) leading to its contraction at a rate of 1.3×105 km3.decade−1. In contrast,279

during positive PDO phases, the supply by the equatorial undercurrent weakens, the oxy-280

gen content decreases and the OMZ expands by a similar amount (Figure 1b). Up to 70%281

of the oxygen variations tied to advective transport are offset by changes in biology and282

mixing. These results are consistent with velocity measurements from the TAO moor-283

ings and oxygen observations from Ito et al. (2017) available between 1958 and 2020 in284

the tropical Pacific. The key role of advective transport, biological demand and mixing285

is consistent with the work of Duteil et al. (2018), which suggested that oxygen changes286

in the equatorial suboxic zone (<20 umol.kg−1) are controlled by advective processes.287

Here we identify a net change in the oxygen transport into the tropical Pacific subsur-288

face in response to PDO phases. This is different from the east/west redistribution of289

oxygen in the upper layer (associated with the vertical movement of isopycnals during290

PDO phases) identified in Ito et al. (2019), which modulates the depth of the oxycline291

but has little influence on the volume of the tropical OMZ.292

PDO-induced changes in oxygen estimated in this study using ocean models and293

observations are of the order of 0.25-0.90 umol.kg−1.decade−1 (Fig4). The observation-294

based estimate is, however, about three times higher than that simulated by the two mod-295

els (±0.90 umol.kg−1.decade−1 vs. ±0.25 umol.kg−1.decade−1). Two factors contribute296

to this model-observation mismatch in the oxygen response. First, we find that data un-297

dersampling artificially amplifies oxygen decadal variability, as suggested by the larger298

variations obtained when subsampling the models similarly to observations compared299

to using the full model solution (from ±0.25 vs. ±0.40 umol.kg−1.decade−1, compare300

solid/dashed brown and green lines in Fig 4). Second, the two ocean models likely un-301

derestimate natural oxygen decadal variability. Indeed, the simulated variability in ad-302

vective mass transport, which is a good indicator of oxygen transport, is only one third303

of that measured by the TAO buoys. However, we note that the model bias in advec-304

tive transport would likely lead to a smaller oxygen bias (only half when comparing dashed305

lines in Fig4), because of the strong compensation between advective oxygen supply and306

biological demand in this region. The equatorial surface productivity and subsurface bi-307

ological demand are tied to the ocean dynamics intensity supplying nutrients.308

Changes in oxygen associated with the PDO are likely to obscure the anthropogenic309

deoxygenation trend and bias its estimates over the historical period (1958-2014). The310

oxygen concentration changes induced by the PDO estimated here (about ±0.25 umol.kg−1.decade−1
311

in models and ±0.9 umol.kg−1.decade−1 in observations, Fig4) are of the same order of312

magnitude as the deoxygenation trends estimated over a similar period using an ensem-313

ble of the latest generation of Earth system model (CMIP6) historical experiments (-0.2±0.2314
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umol.kg−1.decade−1, 1958-2014, Fig4), as well as the observation-based dataset of Ito315

and co-authors (-0.5 umol.kg−1.decade−1, 1958-2015, Fig4). Long-term human-driven316

oxygen loss and PDO-related oscillations in oxygen concentrations are therefore super-317

imposed, and isolating them in the historical observations remains a challenge. Oxygen318

observations are sparse and require interpolations over large space-time domains which319

we show here introduce biases when inferring long-term trends in this region. In addi-320

tion, most oxygen observations in the region were taken in the past 60 years which only321

covers 3 PDO cycles and limits the attribution of the trend to climate change. This is322

in line with Earth system models suggesting that the human-driven deoxygenation sig-323

nal may only emerge in about 30 to 40 years in the tropical Pacific Ocean (Long et al.,324

2016; Schlunegger et al., 2019).325
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7 Figures332

Figure 1. Biological processes and main ocean circulation pathways controlling the tropi-

cal Pacific Ocean OMZ (a) mean climatological state and (b) variability during PDO positive

(red) and negative (blue) phases. NEC: north equatorial current, SEC: south equatorial current,

EUC: equatorial undercurrent (adapted from Duteil et al. 2018 to reflect the results of current

study). Oxygen concentration at 400 m in (c) the World Ocean Atlas 2018, (d) the MOM6

(1959-2020) and (e) NEMO (1958-2019) model simulations. Black lines correspond to oxygen

iso-concentrations: 5, 20, 45, 100 umol.kg−1. The white box in panels d-e delimits the study area.
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Figure 2. Observed and modeled oxygen variability in the upper tropical Pacific (0-1000m,

30°S-30°N, 160°E-Eastern coast). Time series of a) oxygen content (in Tmol) and concentra-

tion (in umol.kg−1) anomalies and b) OMZ volume anomaly in the MOM6 (brown) and NEMO

(green) simulations. Time series of c) oxygen concentration anomaly time series in the Ito et al.

(2017) data (black), and subsampled at the data location in the MOM6 (brown) and NEMO

(green) simulations and d) amount of data for each year in the Ito et al. dataset. Changes in

oxygen content (black), and contributions from changes in solubility (O2sat, red), advective

transport (orange) and residual variations tied to biological activity and mixing (blue) in the e)

MOM6 and f) NEMO simulations. In panels a-c and e-f, the thin dotted lines are the annual sig-

nals and the thick solid lines are the filtered decadal signals (obtained by applying a 16-years low

pass filter on the annual signals). Blue and red shadings indicate periods of negative and positive

PDO phases.
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Figure 3. Zonal advective oxygen transport integrated over the top 1000m as a function of

latitude in the NEMO (top row) and MOM6 (bottom row) models: (a,b) mean transport for the

1958-2020 period and anomalies relative to the mean state during (c,d) positive and (e,f) nega-

tive PDO phases. Positive transports are eastward. In panels c-f, red areas indicate an increase

in oxygen supply by ocean currents while blue areas indicate a decrease. Model-data comparison

for four equatorial Tropical Ocean Atmosphere (TAO) moorings located at (g) 165°E, (h) 190°E,
(i) 220°E and (j) 250°E. Mean zonal velocity profiles (solid lines) and interannual variability (±1

standard deviation indicated as shading) in the MOM6 simulation (brown), NEMO simulation

(green) and TAO dataset (gray). For each panel, the insert is the transport anomaly integrated

between 40 and 250m, relative to the mean state during positive (red) and negative (blue) PDO

phases over the period covered by the TAO observations.
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Figure 4. Mean oxygen concentration change rate (squares) in the upper tropical Pacific (0-

1000m, 30°S-30°N, 160°E-Eastern Coast), in the observation-based product of Ito et al. (2017)

(blue, 1958-2015) and in the CMIP6-ESM historical simulations (red, 1958-2014). The coloured

area is the trend distributions for the different models. Decadal variations in mean oxygen con-

centration (lines) in the product of Ito et al. (blue), in the MOM6 (brown, 1959-2020) and

NEMO (green, 1958-2019) simulations. The solid lines are the averaged decadal variation rates

over the full basin, while the dashed lines is for a basin subsampled at locations where observa-

tions are available.
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